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The local trivialit of noncommutative principal bundles

This thesis collects the candidate s research in noncommutative topolog and quantum groups. These
are relativel oung fields of pure mathematics sitting in the intersection of functional anal sis and abstract
algebra, hich gre out of the theor of operator algebras in late 20th centur . Incorporating vie points from
various fields of mathematics, the continue to provide ne and interesting insights.
A fundamental notion in these fields is that of C⇤ -algebras, hich are certain Banach algebras admitting
reali ation as s stem of bounded operators on Hilbert spaces.
One of the guiding principles in this theor is the correspondence bet een C⇤ -algebras and (locall ) compact topological spaces. Concretel , the Gelfand Naimark theorem sa s that a commutative C⇤ -algebra ith
multiplicative unit is al a s isomorphic to the algebra of continuous functions on a compact (Hausdorff) space.
This motivates the vie point of interpreting noncommutative C⇤ -algebras as s stem of functions on noncommutative spaces , bringing in ideas from topolog to understand the structure of operator algebras. One
particularl relevant development is the theor of regularit and dimensions for C⇤ -algebras due to Rieffel and
Winter among others, hich bring in the idea of covering dimension for topological spaces ith various flavors
of appro imation theor for operator s stems.
Another fundamental frame ork for this thesis is that of compact quantum groups. This encapsulates the
notion of compact noncommutative spaces ith group la s, encoded b bialgebra structures (C(G), ) ith
certain regularit . Pursuing the analog
ith compact spaces, action of such objects on C⇤ -algebras can be
formulated in terms of coaction homomorphisms. This opens a vie point of noncommutative spaces ith
quantum s mmetr . One particularl important subclass is that of free actions, hich represent G-principal
bundles.
This thesis is motivated b problems around noncommutative analogues of the Borsuk Ulam theorem,
recentl populari ed b Baum, Hajac, and D bro ski. The original Borsuk Ulam theorem states that, hen
n < m, there is no continuous map from S m to S n hich commutes ith the antipodal actions of Z/2Z on these
spheres. Generali ation of this result to free actions of finite groups as quite activel studied in algebraic
topolog in the 70s and 80s.
In the oga of noncommutative topolog , it is quite natural to ask for analogous statements for free actions
of finite groups, or more generall , of compact groups, on C*-algebras. A recent breakthrough as given b
Passer, ho combined the classical Borsuk Ulam theorem ith ideas from regularit theor to sho that such
results indeed hold.
Turning back to algebraic topolog , the Borsuk Ulam theorem has reformulation in terms of joins and equivariant maps bet een them. This carries over in a natural a to compact quantum groups, and this thesis
orks on this front in connection ith locall trivial principal bundles.
Let me briefl go through the content of the thesis,

hich is based on the follo ing preprints:
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[2] Eusebio Gardella, Piotr M. Hajac, Marius Tobolski, Jianchao Wu, The local-tri ialit dimension of actions of compact q ant m gro ps,
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[3] Ale andru Chirvasitu, Benjamin Passer, Marius Tobolski, Eq i ariant Dimensions of Graph C⇤ -algebras,
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Chapter 1 is dedicated to a revie of compact group actions on compact spaces, and motivating results
for later sections. One particularl important concept is the Sch art genus gG for free actions of compact
groups an compact spaces: hen G is a compact group and X is a (free) compact G-space, gG (X) is the
smallest integer n such that X admits an open covering b n + 1 open G-invariant sets hich are total spaces
of trivial principal G-bundles.
The author gives an equivalent formulation of this invariant as the local trivialit dimension dimG
LT introduced
in the paper [2]: dimG
X
is
defined
as
the
smallest
integer
n
such
that
there
e
ist
continuous
equivariant
maps
LT
P
⇢i : X ! CG for i = 0, . . . , n satisf ing i
⇢i = 1. Here, CG is the unreduced cone [0, 1] ⇥ G/{0} ⇥ G, and
: CG ! [0, 1] is the projection onto the first component.
This invariant can be captured b the iterated join spaces. Given topological spaces X and Y , the topological join X ⇤Y is the quotient of [0, 1]⇥X ⇥Y b collapsing {0}⇥{x}⇥Y for x 2 X and {1}⇥X ⇥{y} for y 2 Y .
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This leads to En G = G ⇤ · · · ⇤ G ith (n + 1)-copies of G, hich are behind the Milnor construction of the classif ing space of G. A first important result in this chapter is the follo ing correspondence: gG (X) = dimG
LT X
is the smallest integer n such that there is a G-equivariant continuous map X ! En G.

Chapter 2 is about compact group actions on unital C⇤ -algebras. The above formulation of local trivialit
dimension has direct analogue in the conte t of noncommutative C⇤ -algebras ith free action of G, as e plored
in the paper [2]. Namel , if A is a unital G-C⇤ -algebra, dimG
integer n such that there
LT A is the smallest P
e ist G-equivariant ⇤-homomorphisms ⇢i : C(CG) ! A for i = 0, . . . , n such that i ⇢i ( ) = 1. Because of
noncommutativit of A, the obtain several variants of dimG
LT .
This notion of dimension as motivated b the theor of regularit for C⇤ -algebras, hich pla s an essential role in the classification program for simple nuclear C⇤ -algebras. Recall that the ⇤-homomorphisms from
C0 ((0, 1]) ⌦ B to A correspond to the completel positive order ero maps from B to A, hich are the fundamental ingredients of the nuclear dimension of C⇤ -algebras due to Winter and Zacharias. The equivariant
analogue of this notion, the Rokhlin dimension dimG
ere defined b Gardella
Rok , for compact group actions
follo ing the ork of Hirshberg, Winter, and Zacharias for finite groups (and integers). From the above corG
0
respondence, for an separable G-algebra A, one has dimG
Rok A = dimLT (A1 \ A ). Generali ing Gardella s
previous ork on compact Lie groups, the give estimate of equivariant Rokhlin dimension for commutative
G-algebras C(X) in terms of the dimension of the quotient X/G.
This chapter ends ith the discussion of free product variant C(En⇠ G) of En G is discussed, replacing
the tensor product C(G)⌦n+1 hich serves as an ambient algebra of C(En G) b the (unital) free product of
C⇤ -algebras.
Finall , Chapter 3 is about compact quantum group actions on unital C⇤ -algebras. The above C⇤ -algebraic
formulation of dimG
LT admit generali ation to quantum group actions, b interpreting C(CG) as the uniti ation
C + C0 ((0, 1]) ⌦ C(G). Similarl the join construction X ⇤ G admits an analogue called equivariant noncommutative join A ~ C(G) for a G-C⇤ -algebra (A, : A ! A ⌦ C(G)), modeled as a subspace of A ⌦ C(G).

No , let us summari e the main results of thesis.
The main result of first chapter is comparison bet een Borsuk Ulam t pe theorems and the local trivialit
dimension, or Sch art genus, for En G. Namel , there is no G-equivariant map from X ⇤ G to X for an
G-space X ith dimG
LT X < 1 (that is, a Borsuk Ulam t pe theorem holds for G), if and onl if gG (En G) = n
for all n, as proved in the paper [1]. The proof relies on structure theor of compact abelian groups. The case
of G = Z/2Z is the original Borsuk Ulam theorem, since En (Z/2Z) is isomorphic to S n as a Z/2Z-space.
The main result of second chapter is the follo ing C⇤ -algebraic analogue of the above result. Given a
compact group G and a G-algebra (A, ) such that dimG
LT A is finite, there is no G-equivariant ⇤-homomorphism
A ! A ~ C(G). The proof follo s the strateg of the previous chapter, but instead relies on a characteri ation
G
⇠
⇠
of dimG
LT A in terms of equivariant homomorphisms from C(En G) and estimate for dimLT (C(En G)).
The main result of the third chapter is the follo ing quantum group analogue of the above. Let G be a
compact quantum group hich has a classical subgroup H < G satisf ing dimH
SLT (C(G)) < 1. Then, for an
unital G-C⇤ -algebra (A, ) ith dimG
A
<
1,
there
is
no
G-equivariant
⇤-homomorphism
from A to A~ C(G).
LT
I found the thesis to be ver interesting and ell ritten. One sees a vibrant interaction of paradigms
from different fields around operator algebras, particularl from recent advances in the classification program
for C⇤ -algebras, and from classical topolog . This culminated in important contributions to ards activel
researched problems in the field of noncommutative topolog , pushing the boundar of the theor .
The e position as also clear and ell motivated. I hope this ill serve as a good entr point into noncommutative topolog theor for researchers of ne t generation.
I onl have some minor suggestions for improvement:
• belo (2.8): the subalgebra is equal to CA, rather than just isomorphic.
• Proposition 2.2.7: the notation dimWSLT is not e plained.
• p. 66, above Definition 3.1.3: C`⇤p (Fd ) for 2 < p < 1 due to Bro n Guentner1 is such an e ample, as
follo s. The standard coproduct descends to a ⇤-homomorphism from C`⇤p/2 (Fd ) to C`⇤p (Fd ) ⌦ C`⇤p (Fd )
b their Remark 2.4, and the canonical quotient map from C`⇤p (Fd ) to C`⇤p/2 (Fd ) is not injective for such

p b Oka asu2 Corollar 3.2.
• p. 69: both Vaes and Ro Worono ic
ork ith reduced models and injective coaction homomorphisms. I see that injectivit is indeed assumed in
1801.00767.
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• E ample 3.3.3: this presents Uq (2) as a direct product of U (1) and SUq (2), hich is not the case.
Indeed in the classical case q = 1, b continuous group homomorphisms U (2) onl maps onto P U (2),
not to SU (2).
• p. 74: associativit does not make sense for the equivariant noncommutative join operation, because
ou onl have A ~ C(G). I suppose this remark applies instead to free noncommutative joins, as in
1801.00767.
Turning to the candidate s qualit , one can see that he has been ver productive ith a ide variet of
research topics. I also remark that his collaboration spans over a broader communit of mathematicians and
theoretical ph sicists, culminating in fruitful e change of ideas from different disciplines. This sho s that the
candidate ill continue to perform as a successful researcher, and pla an important role in development of
the research fields he is involved in. There is no question that he should be a arded PhD degree from an
institution in the orld.
In this light, I recommend this thesis to be accepted at the Institute of Mathematics of the Polish Academ
of Sciences ith distinction.
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